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The Silences of Life
By Lola S. Morgan
Be still, O foolish heart that vainly cries
For more than life has given any man.
There is no white and shining road which can
Lead upward to some half-imagined skies.
Though heart-beat matches heart-beat through the
night,

Though hands may clasp and parted lips may kiss,

We reach but vaguely toward a beckoning light
And weep because life does not give us this.
Be still, my heart, seek not so avidly
The complete merging of your soul in his;
Be unafraid to face life as it is
And find some comfort in reality.
Love walks with you, but this is surely known—
The silences of life you face alone.
* Reprinted from Oregonian Verse of January 5, 1936
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My Valentine
@ By Lola 8. Morgan
If February 14 doesn’t make your heart
Aulter, you're just abnormal—or you're

wearing a bullet-proof vest. That isn’t
fair to Cupid! February 14 is the day

spirits of departed poets to forgive me! ‘They were
simply an outpouring of admiration from my love-

when normal boys and girls exchange

filled heart.

valentines. That's why it’s called St.
Valentine’s Day!

My worship may have shown in the admiring looks
I threw at him, but I was afraid to come right out

Of course, the hero never saw them!

and overwhelm him with rhythmic paeans of praise.

I guess it’s something we all have to go through.
It’s more or less like measles or mumps or any
of the children’s diseases. You’re bound to run
into one or more of them just as you’re almost dead
sure to fall terribly in love when you're sixteen.
At least it worked out that way for me. Some-

We knew each other quite well and he always muttered a question, but that is as far as the affair had
gone.

I cherished the hope that he—‘“‘even as you

and 1’’—was carrying a secret love in his heart. In
case you haven’t grasped the seriousness of the
whole thing, I even gave up chocolate sundaes be-

one clever said that you can only judge other

cause he liked slim girls!
age
|

‘That’s real love at any

people’s experiences by your own.
It will probably be no surprise for you to learn

One day in early February my hero talked to me
for almost ten minutes before English class. He

that the object of my affections was tall, blond, and

didn’t say much, but I was so thrilled I said that

a football player. That’s always enough to cause
the fluttering of a lot of girlish hearts. In addition,
he was also inarticulate. That’s an awfully good
word to express the thought that he didn’t talk very
much. It’s also a pretty good line! If someone’s
just naturally dumb and keeps still about it, you
really are never sure he isn’t smart. Who knows,
he may be one of these strong, silent men. That’s
the way you figure it out—at sixteen, anyway.
Looking back, I can see that I must have been a
little dizzier than the usual flower of maidenhood.

Spenser was a down-town jeweler.

I was now

living a poem that had no need for words.
For about ten days I walked on air. In fact, my
spiritual exaltation was so great that one day I
fell down a flight of stairs, and only smiled foolish-

ly when someone asked me if I had hurt myself.
The hero was acting friendlier all the time. What
were a few bumps to me?

As a matter of fact, I

was thinking of Valentine Day! At last I decided
to reveal to my heart! The revelation went something like this:

In fact, I have concrete evidence, all written out in

blue ink on lovely lavender note-paper.
something like this:

It runs

You race across the football field

Your hair is blond, your eyes are blue,
Dear one, I am in love with you;

Unless you wish to see me pine,
You should become my valentine!

With sunshine in your hair,

To foe or fate you will not yield.

The morning of the big day when I had bravely

You’re out to do and dare!
This, as anyone can see, is terrible.

seen anything!

decided to give him this choice bit of verse, I dressed
You haven’t

Cast your eyes on this choice bit:

Bx!

-

You sit and study algebra

While I my pencil chew,
I can’t absorb arithmetic,

I only think of you!
When I read these now I humbly implore the
Page four

with special care. It took me twenty minutes to
adjust a pink collar—the shade of a nectar soda—
and forty minutes to curl my hair. I took my
poem (?) so carefully inscribed on lavender paper,
and set forth to encounter fate!
We met outside the building on the school steps.
O, all you who have been in love at sixteen, picture
how my heart throbbed as I met his eyes! He was
so tall and so blond and so wonderful!

“Say, pal,” he muttered, “I want to give you this.”
With trembling hands I took a note from him
and watched him rush away from me. My heart
was turning handsprings! He had given me a note!
Perhaps it was a valentine!

Of course!

He, too,

was telling me of his love on the same day that I
meant to confess mine! Life was just too beautiful!
Very carefully I sat down on the cold stone steps
to read it. Very slowly I read it—and even more
slowly tore it into pieces. He had written me a note
to tell me how much he loved my best girl-friend
and to ask me if I’d “talk him up!” Can you beat
that?
It was still early. School would not begin for

twenty minutes. The world was sad and dreary.
The skies were gray. The sun would never shine
again. My confession of love would be tied with
>lue ribbon and put among other things of its kind.
From this Valentine Day on, people would look at
me and know that sorrow and heartbreaks were my
companions. ‘They would look into my eyes and
murmur:
“So young and so sad!”
I sighed deeply and rose to my feet. With heavy
steps and eyes cast down I crossed the street and

entered a drug store. Mechanically I chose a chair,

and in a hopeless voice I ordered a double-chocolate

sundae!

The Art of Hitchhiking
e By Bob Harper
When folks can travel from Dayton to

San Francisco and back again and not
see the face of a railroad conductor,
it’s no secret why the railroads aren't
making money. Read and learn for
yourself.

O eat and travel are my greatest pleasures.
You, proverbially gentle reader, are probably
interested in neither my gormandizing nor my wandering, but since the former is a shade more commonplace than the latter, I write of a journey.
Wealth has thus far passed me by, so that most
of my peregrinations have been hobo fashion. During the first lap of my trip to—and in—the West,
:

I was a respectable tourist, but for more than four

thousand miles I was an unsung vagabond.
It was July, and I was as fidgety in the narrow
bounds of Dayton as Babbit at his first symphony
concert.

When, therefore, a friend asked me to ac-

company him on a tour of the West, I made no pretense at deliberation before consenting.

Snork and I snatched about five hours of sleep at
a fraternity house in Oxford, Ohio, and left with a
Miami University professor for Williams, Arizona.
For 1900 miles we took shifts at the wheel of the
professor’s car, and for fifty sleepless hours we
viewed an everchanging landscape. Then finally

Williams presented itself to our bloodshot gaze.
The professor departed for California; Snork and I
headed for the nearest tourist cabin—and sleep.
We found the cabin, but for many weary hours
we failed to find sleep. Since Morpheus had apparently deserted us, we ignored the old god and wandered about the small western town. We gawked
alternately at people, odd little buildings, and mountains, and toward evening had the questionable priv-

ilege of listening to the singing of real cowboys
whose voices were (though I had previously believed it impossible) a bit more excruciating than
those of radio imitators.

And then, as the western

sky changed by some chemical magic from multicolor to dusk, the god of sleep—having eluded us
for sixty-two hours—returned. Without ceremonies

we tumbled into bed.
Awakening twelve hours later—not fresh but refreshed—we bumped into two Harvard undergraduates with an automobile, and were off for the Grand

Canyon, about sixty miles from Williams.
This most magnificent of holes has been too frequently and splendidly described to permit my ama-

teur hand an attempt at depiction. I do no more
than say that it made me gulp reverently.
We returned from the Canyon about three o’clock
in the afternoon, repacked our few belongings, and
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exhibited our recently washed thumbs to motoring
passers-by. Three hours we smiled wanly as tourists waved, grinned, sneered, and flowed by.

With

weak efforts at being witty, we left the road for a
restaurant.

Again we stepped onto the highway.

Half-heart-

edly we stuck our thumbs into the darkening atmosphere. When the first auto to appear actually
stopped for us, we were nearly too astonished to
clamber in.
Our good Samaritan was a lawyer from Phoenix.
Not only did he carry us to that city, where we arrived about eleven p. m., but gave us a place to
sleep. Though it was a narrow, single bed into
which we two bulky six-footers dropped, we were
none the less grateful.
Hitchhiking luck the next two days was not flattering, but finally, after miles of walking and small

oranges between us in forty-eight hours, but to
prove ourselves romanticists, we bought cigarettes

before procuring food. But, never fear, we ate—
and plenty.
By prearrangement we met a friend, who joined
tramp-forces with us. The three of us got a room
in a cheap hotel, slept a while, bathed, shaved, found
a “two-bit” barber shop, and then with jaunty

strides set out to see the “bay world.”
During our stay in San Francisco we explored almost every niche of the city. On the east side, toward the bay, we wandered along the wharves and
through the business streets.

On the west side,

oceanward, we sauntered about in the never-ending
residential district.

But most of our time was

spent in and around Chinatown, which is not, by the

way, the New York hoax, but a fascinating museum

to browse in. Being moved more by the twists of
society than the wonders of nature, we enjoyed the

rides, we tottered into Tombstone, Arizona. ‘There
Snork’s sister lived. To her house we plodded,

man-made phenomena of San Francisco far more

feeling and looking as dead as the town.
For ten days we stayed in Tombstone. During
this time we visited nearby silver mines, climbed

trees, and green valleys that we saw on our trip.

hills, took a short trip into Mexico, rode horseback,

swam unseen in a _ barb-wired
sissies—played bridge.

reservoir, and—

A doctor of Tombstone, a dyed-in-Culbertson
bridge fiend, who detested our card-playing, but
who apparently liked us, automobiled us to Tuscon,

about seventy-five miles away. After waiting there
nine hours, we hopped our first freight train.

than all the sunsets, mountain, painted deserts, huge

San Francisco is a city that “gets” you.
Highwaying it from San Francisco to a nearby
railroad center, we boarded a freight train. Home

was now our goal. We lost four nights sleep out of
eight, were “kicked off” trains three times, hung
all night half-frozen from the back of an oil car
crossing the Rockies, ate beans—when at all—from
old piepans in hobo “jungles,” hopped trains—and
not, I am sorry to admit, nonchalantly—moving

so fast that a mistep would have meant death. And

We were bound for San Francisco, but before we

we had other adventures—some of which were

should see that city, we had several sleepless nights,

funny, some disagreeable.
About eight o’clock one chilly night late in Aug-

a freight train “shake-down,” a return to the highway at Los Angeles, two empty stomachs, and many
other experiences ahead of us. Although we had

but eleven cents in our collective pocket, as we ferried across the bay that cool, foggy morning, we
felt as happy and brave as Horatio Alger heroes.

At last we were in the city of the Golden Gate!
Having forwarded what remained of our small

ust we pulled into St. Louis. We ate, and then
walked across the bridge that spans the Mississippi
and that connects St. Louis with East St. Louis,
Illinois. From ten o’clock until three the next
morning we shiveringly awaited a train, which, as

far as we know, never arrived.

We ate again, paid

fifteen cents at a “flop-house” to shave and bathe,

fund of money—general delivery from ‘Tombstone
to San Francisco—we hunted up the post office.

and “hit the pike.”

The most convincing of arguments was needed to obtain our money from a mail clerk, who was unim-

ings later—the three of us were tucked in our little
beds. And though stifled Dayton was, unstrangely
enough, still stifled Dayton, we were darned glad
to be home!

pressed by our sullied appearance and lack of identification. We had had only a loaf of bread and two
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Our luck varied, but by one o’clock—three morn-

The Narrow Escapes of George Washington
@ By Bob Wharton
Did you ever pause to think what
would have happened had George
Washington been killed or captured

before his work was done? Who
would have stepped into his place?
Read these interesting reminiscences.

\ \) HEN George Washington died, the flags
of the British fleet flew at half-mast in his
honor, in honor of the one man who wrested the

American Colonies from Great Britain!
Napoleon Bonaparte, the outstanding military
genius of all time, said that George Washington
was the greatest man who had ever lived.
It was because of this man, because of his fearlessness, his cleverness, his bravery, his farsighted-

ness, that we today live in a free country which we
so proudly call the United States of America.
What if something had happened to Washington making it impossible for him to lead his country to freedom?
We hesitate to think what the results would have
been had Washington been killed in early youth,
yet that very thing nearly happened several times!
George Washington had several very narrow escapes that almost snuffed out his life, the life which

changed the destiny of nations and the fate of millions of people.

His escapes were so close and he

walked unharmed through so many experiences that
ordinarily would prove fatal, one must believe
that some unseen Power guarded and saved him to
fulfill a destiny.
Washington experienced his first hairbreadth escape when he was sixteen years old. He wasa surveyor at the time, and he and a companion were sur-

The young surveyor who had changed places with
Washington was almost instantly killed, but Wash-

ington himself received not a scratch. The only
thing he suffered was the great sorrow he felt at the
death of his friend, who seemingly had been ordained by Providence to take the blow aimed at

Washington so that he might live to lead his country to freedom.
In 1753, when Washington was twenty-one years
of age, just five years after his narrow escape on the
mountain side, he was sent by Governor Dinwiddie
to Logstown as an envoy to treat with the Indians.
He took a trader by the name of Gist with him,
and he hired an Indian guide to lead them through
the trackless forests toward their destination.
Washington was unused to forest travel, and the
fast pace which the Indian guide held to proved to

be very tiring to Washington.

He ordered the In-

dian to stop and make camp at the next stream.
He unknowingly saved his own life and that of his
companion, for the treacherous Indian was leading
them into an ambush.
As Washington and Gist were making camp, the

Indian placed himself only a few paces from Washington, took deliberate aim and fired point blank at
the defenseless back of Washington. Providence,
apparently protecting Washington, decreed that at

that moment he should bend to loosen a blanket
strap, and the bullet whizzed harmlessly by his
head.
Before the treacherous Indian could reload, Gist

and Washington threw themselves upon him and

bound and gagged him.

Then, fearing that more

veying some land at the base of a mountain. He had
just changed places with his companion, and as he
bent over his work, a great boulder which had become dislodged from its bed near the top of the
mountain, came thundering down the slope directly
toward them. Before they were aware of their danger the great stone was upon them. With a rush it
swept over the place where Washington had stood

“It was the first time that a man had ever deliberately shot at me, and it seems strange that so
great an escape and such nearness to death did not

only a moment before.

then impress me more.”

Indians were near by, they built a fire and started

off in a new directon through the forest.
In his diary Washington made this interesting
note about his narrow escape:
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Truck Driving
e By Dan Hobbs
Dan spent last summer working m the
office of a motor freight company. He
picked up the interesting information
he gives us in this article from the
“bull sessions” the truck drivers held
in the office.

a stove, and a small table holding a typewriter.

Around the stove are grouped four men, three of
them drivers and the other the freight dispatcher.
In sentences, amply punctuated by harmless, un-

conscious profanities, they swap experiences and
opinions.

Apvenrurous professions the world over
have their seemingly insignificant characteristics which make them dear to their fol-

lowers.

‘The tang of the sea makes a prodigal

sailor

feel

cactus

are

homesick,
sweeter

the
than

smell
the

of

rose

alkali
to

a

and
cow-

puncher, ‘and the damp, dank smell of the
jungle is an omnipresent power which makes the
return of the big-game hunters more and more frequent. Now, there is also another profession which
is almost adventurous as these, and which is just as

binding once one becomes engaged in it, and that
is truck driving!
The sing of the tires as they belly out to grip the
smooth pavement, the feel of a powerful motor
drawing twenty thousand pounds of freight over the
road at a rate of sixty miles per hour, the whiz of

telephone poles speeding past and fading in the

distance—enough to make the toughest of truck
drivers yearn once again to pound the highway.
And don’t think that they are not human enough to
yearn for anything, for they are the most human of

humans, if I may use the expression.

They work,

“BOY, I had some time getting in today,” says
Frank. “I had one o’ them zoomin’ tail loads out
of Chicago, and I ran into sleet just this side of

“28.29.” Ya know that long hit t’other side of
Muncie? Well, I got started down that and my
tail end started t’swing around. Ya think I didn’t
give ’er the gas? Man, I put my foot right inta that
carburetor and held ’er there.

Bu-lieve me, I took

it easy from there on in after I got off that mountain.”
“Yeah,” puts in Brownie, “that hill reminds me
of the one I used ta pull a couple of years ago on
“22” this side of Pittsburg.

I saw a couple of guys

get theirs over there. They wuz drivin’ a big Mack
and had on about twenty-fi’ thousand. They got
’hout half way up and stalled, and their brakes
wouldn’t hold. They come down that hill a-hellin’
and shot off the road right before they got ta that
long curve. That big Mack tore the hull porch off
a farmhouse ’fore it ended up against a tree and
started burnin’. By the time we got there those
guys wus nuthin’ but cinders.”

play, laugh, and complain with the same enthu-

Jim, the dispatcher, then appropriates the atten-

siasm, and many are the days on which they wit-

tion of all with his question, “Were you guys drivin’
in here when Harry went off the road last spring?
He musta’ went to sleep, and boy, he never did
_wake up in this man’s world. That load of steel he
had on went right on through him. They picked
him up in about six pieces.”
“Yeah, I know,” from Frank. “I wuz one of the
fellas that went out and got him. He sure wuz a
mess.”

ness tragedy, avert tragedy, or narrowly escape

tragedy. Still they stick to the wheel and “keep
the trucks rolling.” And, believe it or not, they are
the true knights of the road!
The life of a truck driver, or semi-driver*, as they

prefer to call themselves, is far from being an easy
one, but it certainly is a varied one. No two days
are the same, and nothing is certain, not even life

itself. Perhaps a sample of the conversation carried on by a group of these everyday adventurers
will serve to demonstrate this very fact.
The scene is the dispatch office of a well-known
trucking company. It can hardly be called an office,
for it is but a small room containing a desk, chair,
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Silence!
“Say !”’—Joey breaks the quiet—“A fella in a passenger car just ahead of me this morning had a close
* A truck consisting of a trailer coupled to tractor
cab.

one.

He blowed a tire just as he hit a railroad

crossin’, doin’ about sixty. That sedan a’ his turned
over three times ’fore it stopped rollin’. All he got
out of it was a cracked rib. Yeah, I dropped my
trailer and towed him out of the ditch with my cab.

It didn’t take but fifteen minutes.”
“I hear Ames wuz hijacked last night,” says
Brownie, changing the subject.
“Yeah,” answers Jim sorrowfully, “Some niggers
hopped his truck comin’ down State Street out of
Chicago late yesterday afternoon. Dunno how much
damage they did yet.”
“That blankety-blank telephone again,” bursts
out Jim. “Hello!
.Yeah, this is Jim.
res
Who?
Oh, Okay Sam.
What?
Why, ya’ raghead, how many trucks do ya think I
got up here?
How much weight ya got?

Forty thousand?
Well, ya have
ta get the other one out of Cincy.
Yeah.
Yeah
Chay, Sim
See
ya again
So long!”
“On your way, Mister,” he resumes, talking to
Frank. “You’re headed for Middletown. They got
twenty ton of paper down there and they need an
open top truck.

Here’s ten bucks expense money.

Here, don’t forget ta sign this petty cash slip.
Okah!
See ya in your dreams!”

returns Frank. “An’ now I gotta go back out in
this “&@?!*@ slush. Well, keep your nose clean,
Pop.”

Exit. End of scene.
JUST a snatch of an everyday truck-driver conversation, but enough in those few sentences to fill

an ordinary book. ‘Try to tell this to a semi-driver,
however, and he would laugh you off the road. But,

that’s the way they take life. They complain about
the lack of sleep, the dirty weather, the long hours,
and the heavy work, but not one of them would
swap his job for another. They joke about everything, including death, and they fear nothing, in-

cluding death.
Thus do we introduce you to this adventurous
group of men—men who consider their job the

“tops”; men who would—and do—give fellow-drivers the shirts off their backs, and would just as soon
scrap with a man as look at him.

They live free

and fast (the average life of a semi-driver is about
five years), observing only one motto, that being
“Keep the Trucks Rolling.” Their exploits are not

broadcast far and wide, nor would they desire them
to be. But it’s just further proof that all adventure
is not in story books or in history books, but many
times passing by our own front doors and unravel-

“You're ugly enough to haunt anyone’s dreams,”

ing before our very eyes.

Snow
By Lola S. Morgan
The winter wind went blowing
Among the stars last night,
He made the heavens tremble
And put the clouds to flight.
The great sky-tree was shaken,
And all its frozen flowers
Were loosened from their branches
And tumbled down in showers.

When we awoke this morning
The wind had ceased to blow,
But all the earth was covered
With blossoms we call “Snow.”
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Women in Shorts
e By Dan Hobbs
When women won the right to vote,

men should have taken the warning.
Now, women in the sport world are

winning laurels that belong by right of
century-old tradition to men, Read the
article and weep.
66

And now comes the psychological moment for a
prediction—the downfall of all writers.

Women have already shouldered their way into
active participation in the individual sports of tennis, golf, swimming, shooting, fencing, archery, ice-

skating, skiing, quoit-pitching, and air-racing—to

Awa
ing!”
You’re wrong.

Hit him again, he’s still breath‘That bloodthirsty plea did not

emanate from the bass-voiced gentleman high up

in the gallery. It was the sincere request of that
95-pound bundle of femininity down at the ringside.
See, that red-headed one who is waving her arms.
Man-mountain Goliath has just succeeded in throwing Chief Seneca, with a series of body slams and a
top-body smother, in the main wrestling bout of
the evening.
And is that flame-topped miss all alone in her enthusiasm? Far from it. She is merely leading a
chorus of about a thousand other voices, the majority of which are feminine, in hailing the winner.
And thus does Miss America, 1936 model, manifest

the change which has taken place in her sex in regards to interest in sports.
The ancient pastime of grunts and groans is just
one example of this transformation. Nowadays the
young lady who is considered up-to-date is never in
the dark when it comes to the intricacies of the
male-sports’ world, including the terminology of all

the competitive games. The day of the “Dumb
Dora” is past.
Led by Helen Wills, tennis star, and Gertrude
Ederle, English Channel swimmer, the fair sex

have come a long way in the field of recognition in
sports. Helene Madison broke twenty-six good
American water sports records within twelve
months, while Joyce Withered tied the champion
of all men champions, Bobby Jones.

Babe Didrickson, that fleet-footed “tomboy” from
the plains of Texas, is the latest outstanding product of these changing conditions. So far, she heads
the list of women who have “muscled in” on one

mention a few.

Women’s baseball, basketball, vol-

leyball, hockey, polo, and bowling teams have been

successfully organized throughout the country. Several instances of women boxers have come to our
attention; feminine football teams are being seriously considered; and, though it shocks us to even
think of it, cases have been known wherein mem-

bers of the female species of human being have
actually taken part in the rugged, gruelling, brutal
conflict of ping-pong! Of course, they have excused
themselves by dubbing this gladiatorial sport with
the deceptive name of “table-tennis.”

quence of all this, the time will come—‘fo’give
meh” for saying it, fellow men—when we males will
take a back seat, and rave over the athletic prowess

and exploits of the university’s letterwomen, “so
’elp meh.”
So, in view of the fact that the biscuit-making
woman is a thing of the past, and considering that

the girl of today knows a hundred times as much
about off-tackle slashes and power plays as the girl
of yesterday did about chain-stitches and spongecake recipes, don’t be alarmed at the antics of the
femme at any athletic contest. When the “sweet
young thing” you are escorting to the local boxing
match suddenly takes a big breath and screams,
“Let ’im bleed!”; whenever an accident happens to
one of the pair of gladiators armed with six-ounce
mittens, don’t, in your extreme ignorance, express

your utter horror. Don’t unduly expose your pampered larynx in an impolite gape. Just consider the
fact that Betty Co-ed is “up” on the modern game,
and then politely agree with her* by contributing
your manly baritone to the chorus of trebles demanding the forfeit of the unfortunate contestant’s
most treasured possession: “Kill ’im! kill ’im!’

of the major divisions of the sports universe of the
male, that of track.
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In conse-

*Author’s Advice: Don’t marry the girl!

Election Year
e By M. J. Hillenbrand
Political articles express the views of
their authors—not those of the staff.
The writer gives his pre-view of the
coming November election. Whether
you agree with the writer or not, you'll
have to admit that the writer does his

own political thinking.
V V HETHER the United States slowly lifts
itself out of the economic muddle or

whether it gets involved in governmental bureaucracy, whether Kurope—the world—slides into poli-

tical chaos and internecine struggle, whether communism’s shadow blots out western culture,
whether our planet bangs into a super meteor or
swishes through a comet tail, whether the entire
universe continues enterpizing—complex creation
on its march will in this year of 1936 again absorb

the periodic four-year dose of absurdity and American politics concentrated in another presidential

campaign. The only thing to do is sit back and
enjoy the show.
Sunk in the backwoods, prospective convention
delegates are loosening up vocal chords, rehearsing

mass bedlam to emotionalize the party nomination
assemblies due this summer in Philadelphia and
Cleveland—all for the sake of some favorite son,
who after the little initial splurge will barter his
bloc of votes to whoever promises the most of most
anything that is promisable. Party bosses in the
big cities are squeezing the political oil can, smoothing out squeaky joints in the vote-getting machine,
replacing lost bolts and nuts, sweeping in campaign

funds, lining up precinct captains, and ward bosses
all for the sake of another four-year control in
municipal graft.

A few months will pass.

The conventions will

gather and adjourn, with Roosevelt riding the donkey again and an unknown on the elephant. Republican newspapers will blazon grotesque cartoons,

full of dead jackasses and unbalanced budgets,
everyone of which will give high blood pressure to
some perennial Irish Democrat, while the fewer
second-party journals will rave about plutocracy,

tea-pot domes, and Liberty Leagues.

With every

precinct in every city organized to pull every pos-

sible vote out of every possible voter by hook or by

crook, the tension will gather right up to the climax
of election day. And then we'll know whom the

“people” chose.
Now all of this hubbub, slander, and near-neuro-

ticism may signify almost anything that an interpreter wants it to. One calls it the expression of
that general interest in its own government which
a democratic people must maintain in order to maintain a democratic form of government. Another
thinks it symbolizes the intrinsic impossibility of
fallible, weak, erring humanity ever ruling itself,
when it is pawn and putty to organization and propaganda. But regardless of the true meaning, I am
certain that the election of 1936 is not what some
of the constitutional founders meant it to be in 1936
or any other year.
Take the Father of Our Country, one of the two

great Americans whose birthdays we celebrate in
February. Washington was an aristocrat, a gentleman, and a balm to the heart of contemporary

Emily Posts.

As president he suffered most, not

from an unbalanced budget, a Whiskey Rebellion,

a threat of war with France or England—but from
the shower of invective, abuse, and criticism that

Jeffersonians threw all over him and the Federalist
party. The picture is pathetic, and Washington
publicly regretted having stepped into a bad position and a worse mess.

Probably Jefferson was right, and undoubtedly
the Federalists were wrong. Perhaps personal
abuse did provide the only method of swaying opinion, which generally doesn’t sway on abstract principle but on concrete evidence and appeal.

remains that Washington suffered.

The fact

He can thank

God that he didn’t live a hundred years later, for

Jeffersonian propaganda sounds and looks like
Sunday School admonition next to a modern donkey
broadside against the elephant—or vice versa. |
can still remember Mayor William Hale Thompson
of Chicago exhibiting sleek black rats in cages
labeled with the name of his political opponent. If
Mr. Hoover never calls Mr. Roosevelt a rat, mem-

bers of his party have called the President worse
names.
Abraham Lincoln sprang from no gentile tradiPage eleven

tion, in fact from no tradition at all. He rather
relished a good give-and-take verbal battle, and

generally gave more than he took. The political
campaign was his meat. Considering the tendency
of pre-civil war and war-time campaigns, I don’t believe that the Great Emancipator would be inordinately shocked today, in 1936; he would probably
enjoy the spectacle and worry about more basic
questions of policy. All of which proves nothing
except that political campaigns prove nothing, except that nothing proves everything to most voters,

and that a theoretical democracy and a practical
party system are two different entities.

This year will be no different; Americans will not
vote on issues, but more or less on side issues.

Strung throughout the country, quite a sizeable
group will side with Norman Thomas and his di-

luted socialism. A few cranks will draw a few more
cranks; and so we shall have some odds and ends of

marches on to no place in particular. “Back to
Normalcy” Harding constitutes their ideal executive: putty and suave hankshaking; and the American Association of Labor, even with all its ineffectiveness, deserves ruthless liquidation as the first

stage of a general communist revolt. At the other
extreme cluster the young Republicans with a
vague idea that reforms are needed and a very set

idea that Rooseveltian reforms are not needed. ‘They
would like to boot out the Old Guard, but realize
where the war-chest funds originate—and after all
“rugged individualism” is an American virtue. So

says Mr. Hoover, and so said Horatio Alger.
Just what a Republican president would do, depends a lot on just who the Republican president
is. Probably not much in any case, so if you hang
on to the time-worn creed of Americanism, that our
country is bound to come out all right in the end

that they should logically be grouped together, will
both surprise Messrs. Farley and Fletcher—but af-

because it 1s our country; if you hold that depression is inevitable in coming and going—then by all
means throw your ballot for the G. O. P., and if you
can’t vote at least boost.
Unbalanced budgets, bureaucracy, bad manage-

ter all we know darn well that the race will boil
down to the usual two-man affair. Unless the in-

ment, and God knows what else, can be thrown at
the Democrats, who apparently are going down the

scattered balloting for regional parties with impossible names.

Communists and Townsendites, not

telligent citizen wants to waste his vote entirely,

road paved with good intentions.

he can only choose between the lesser of two evils.

be a blind alley, but excluding individuals, I don’t

Characterizing the coming battle, however, will

Maybe it won’t

many similarities with the past. Since ’96 the issue

see any more internal reform oozing out of this party than the composite which these individuals equal.
If you believe that good principles badly applied

between Jumbo and the incumbent party haven’t
been so plain, though platforms and speeches will
try hard enough to erase the difference. I have
some definite opinions about which is less bad at

are better than no principles indifferently applied;
if you believe that this agglomeration of states
won't perk up naturally but needs a little artificial
stimulus; if you are not too logically minded for a

holding the strings, yet | am not going to take the
side of any group—but merely mention what I think

flock of contradictions like our Mexican policy, our
navy bills; if you believe that a personality with a

be one significant difference in the middle of so

are the essential marks of each party policy.

Next

voice as confiding, as sincere, as democratic, as our

fall the voter chooses, and just what has he got to
choose between?

president’s must know what we require and how to
get it—then by all means chalk up your name for

The Republicans, like the Democrats, are work-

ing under centrifugal strain, trying to stew conservatives and radicals into one mode of action. Hanging to laissez-faire, unrestricted property rights,
and a doorless tariff, the Old Guard, represented in

such monstrous misnomers as the Liberty League,
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the administration.

As I said once, you must choose, if you choose
to choose at all. No third party exists worth a trip
to the polls, yet I should like to have one that practices what it preaches and preaches something

above generalities and platitudes.

The Mind Reader
® By Bob Wharton
We often have wondered where student short-story writers get the plots
for their stories. Read this story—and

then write what you dream as you doze
in class as the lecturer lingers on.

looked, and then drowsily faced the professor again.
“What a wonderful thing it would be if an author
could read minds! Why, the stories he could write!”
Jones, extremely sleepy, slowly nodded his head
and thought to himself:

fessor’s voice from his mind (an accomplishment
that Jones was proud of), he gazed apathetically

“T think that I’ll learn to read minds!” he muttered in sudden inspiration. “I think I’ll be a great
author that way. I’ll betcha old Prof. contains a
story or two in Mis mind! Well, gee whiz!” breathed
Jones in utter astonishment, “I can read his mind!
And there ts a swell story in his mind! Hot durn!
I’m going to write the best story of the year!” And

around at the drowsy class. Durned old prof.!
Wouldn’t he ever get through?

story he saw in the professor’s mind.

Joe watching a fly buzz around the bald head
of the professor seated in front of the class,
Jones slumped back in his chair and sighed disgustedly.

Shutting out the monotonous drone of the pro-

“Mumble—mumble—mumble . . .”’ went the ceaseless voice of the professor.

“He’s going to put me to sleep yet,’ thought
Jones. “Gosh, did I eat a lot of that pumpkin pie!
It was swell, though. Did I laugh when Tommy
turned around and found that someone had hooked
his piece? “Haah-yah!” yawned Jones, stretching
his arms, and then subsiding quickly as the profes-

sor looked disapprovingly at him.
“Jones! you’re the worst student that it has been
my misfortune to ever have, barked the professor,
splitting the infinitive. At least you could listen to
what I’m saying, instead of shutting your brain to

every word that I say!”
Jones’ jaw dropped, and he gazed in astonishment
at the professor.
“Now how did that guy know that?
have read my mind!”

He must

“Yes, Jones, I can read your mind,” said the professor bitingly, and Jones almost collapsed in sur-

prise. “Your every emotion registers on your face!
And in that, gentlemen,’ continued the professor,

seizing his pen, Jones feverishly began to write the
eooees

ee

“HENRY! Take your feet off of that chair! For
a college professor you have the sloppiest habits

that I ever saw!”

:

“Yes, dear,” answered the professor meekly.
“Henry, must you scatter papers all over the

floor? Why do you take them home? You never
do correct them, anyway. Oh, why did I ever
marry you? I must have been out of my mind!”
“Yes, dear.”

“What! Henry! there you’ve insulted me again.
1 declare that you’re the meanest man I’ve ever
known. You don’t make any money at all; you
don’t give me any nice things as other husbands
do; you have sloppy habits; you insult me; and—

and you never shave! Oh, I declare! I ought to go
home to mother!” wailed the professor’s wife.
“I wish yuh would!” muttered the professor.
“What did you say, Henry?” roared his spouse.
“T said that I had better order some wood, dear.
Our supply is running out.”

“Oh, you! I told you that two weeks ago. But

ignoring the gasping Jones, “lies a great secret; a
secret that a composition class—that does not write

you promptly forgot about it as you always do

compositions—might do well to study. Every human mind contains an interesting story. Behind
every pair of eyes there exists a fascinating tale!
You chaps who can write but are ‘unable to find

“Yes, dear.”
“Henry! I wish you wouldn’t smoke those vile
cigars in the house! They smell abominably, and
you scatter the ashes all over the house,” screamed

things to write about,’ you merely have to turn
around to find material for stories.”
Sleepily Jones turned around and_ blinkingly

the professor’s wife.
“All right, dear,” answered the professor, scrutinizing the ash on the end of his cigar. Calculating

about everything else I say to you.”
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that it would stay on for five more puffs, he rose
from his chair and walked to the window, where he
stood for a moment trying to collect his thoughts

“No buts about it, my good woman! From now
on I’m boss around here!”
“Oh, Henry,” sighed his spouse, “you’re so mas-

for his next day’s lecture in philosophy.
He carefully closed his ears to his wife’s perora-

terful.”

tion about tidiness, and began to stroll from room
to room, closely followed by his wife, who was
grimly watching the steadily growing ash on the

professor’s cigar.
The professor had forgotten all about the cigar
as he walked about humming to himself. He had
that habit—bad!
“Now let’s see,” he murmured. “Objectivism,
Skepticism, Agnosticism, and—uh, let’s_ see.

Hm-m-m!”
In the meantime his wife had been closely following him from room to room, an umbrella grasped
tightly in her right hand. She hid behind the bookcase, grimly expecting the ash to fall from the cigar.
The ashes disappointed her, however, and she
had to hide behind three chairs, and a table in succession, before the ashes fell. Almost before they
hit the floor she screamed, and then delivered a

wicked blow to the hapless professor’s head.
“You see!” she cried in rage, “Every time I see
your ashes drop on the floor.”
“Tweet! tweet!” said the professor from a worm’s
eye view on the floor, unhappily holding his head,
which seemed to be filled with an amazingly large

number of stars and singing birds.
“T oughtn’t to stand for it,” thought the professor miserably, watching the stars come and go.
“LOOK HERE, Martha!” roared the professor.
I’ve been henpecked as long as I’m gonna be! I'll
show you a thing or three! I’m going to get fivefor-a-nickel cigars, and I’m gonna smoke them here
in the house until the air is blue!”
The professor’s wife opened her eyes wide and
then wilted perceptibly.
“Oh, Henry!”
“And that brother of yours! He’s got to leave,
see! He’s got to give back my ties, my socks, and
shoes, and he’s got to pay me back all the money he
borrowed from me. See!”
“Yes, Henry, dear.”

“And I’m going to put my ashes on the floor from
now on too. See! I won’t have amy ash trays in the
house. See!”
Sbut, epenry
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“What’s more, Martha, you’ve got to leave my
papers alone. And don’t you dare dust out my
room! I want dust in there.

I like dust!”

“Henry, I want to apologize, please!”
“Apologize! Well, you ought to! But Pll never
forgive you.”
“Oh, please forgive me, Henry! I wouldn’t want
to live if you won’t forgive me!”
“Hah! never!”
“Look, Henry! On bended knees | ask you.
Please!”
“Well, all right! But don’t let it happen again,”
roared the professor, making a magnanimous gesture, such as Caesar might have made.

“Oh, thank you, Henry,” smiled his wife through
her blinding tears. She blinked her eyes in order to
see her lord and master as he stood so large and
commanding above her where she knelt so adoringly.
“Come here! Get up off of your knees, woman.
Now kiss me!”
“Oh, you’re such a wonderful cave man, Henry,”
smiled his wife, trembling in his arms.

“STOP shaking your head, Henry!” roared the
professor’s wife.

“And clean up those ashes, too.”

“Ves, dear,” said the professor meekly, obediently
scooping the ashes off of the floor, but all the time
grimly thinking that he wouldn’t always merely
dream of turning the tables on his wife. Some day
he would act like a cave man. And he'd put it
over, too!

Sele

eae

“JONES! Wake up!”
Jones’ pen dropped with a clatter to the floor. He
looked stupidly up at the professor and then down
at his paper. It was bare! Darn it! He was sure
that he had been writing the story that he had seen
in the professor’s mind.
“Ha! ha! ha!” guffawed Jones, realizing that he

had been asleep, but feeling that he had read the
“classroom dictator” rightly.
“What are you laughing at, Jones?” snapped the

professor.
“Nothing, sir.”

“Well, what’s funny about that?”
“Well, sir, nothing is funny to me sometimes!”

What's Your Guess?
@® By Martha Rockey
You've been up against blind dates—
probably. But were you ever in the fix
that Jiffy was in when he met three
charming girls and was dated up by

dent at Northwestern; she was visiting her older
sister, who happened to be Clare’s bosom friend;
and she informed Jiff that she was very pleased to
meet him. ‘The hand she gave him was small and
well-formed and brown. Jiff thought irrelevantly
that she probably played a bang-up game of tennis.

them? Read the story and tell us how
you would solve the problem.

J eery

J.

CRANE,

Jr.,

better

known

as

“Jiffy,” was in a quandary. Now it’s a well
known and acknowledged fact that the one thing
which is most likely to bewilder and befuddle a
young man is a woman! And the situation becomes
almost frightening when the aforementioned woman
is young and beautiful! In fact, there is scarcely
any other one thing in existence which is more dangerous to the otherwise staid and humdrum life of

the average man than a beautiful girl!
‘The lanky, buck-toothed type of woman seems to
be content with a life composed chiefly of settlement school work and shorthand tablets; the fat,
bearded variety will bury herself in a spotless
kitchen and spend the rest of her days turning out
delectable apple pies and chocolate puddings; but

the beautiful woman gives one the impression of

He was late to work the next morning, which fact

distressed him practically none at all.

His boss, a

queer old codger, was surprisingly lenient with him,

allowing him to come and go about as he pleased.
T’he old fellow often confided to his colleagues that
“that young Crane could accomplish as much in two
hours as most men could in twelve, when he set
his mind to it’—and so Jiff went merrily along,

having a grand time, and “setting his mind” to his
work just often enough to keep his eccentric employer contented.
So this morning Jiff sang in his shower, and spent
fully twenty minutes deciding which necktie to
wear. He intended to call Helen and ask her to
have lunch with him, and he was still smiling to

himself as he walked into the black and chromium
foyer of the building which housed his place of em-

He was impatiently pushing the eleva-

being alert and poised, ready to spring at the first

ployment.

hint of excitement that passes her way!
And so, as we were saying, Jiffy Crane was in a

tor button when he happened to glance toward the
row of telephone booths, and his eyes widened with
interest.

quandary, because he had not only one beautiful girl

to worry about, but three! Here’s how it happened:
He met Helen at the hockey matches. She was
sitting in the Loring’s box, and she looked very
lithe and athletic and capable, in her perky little
sport hat and her big tan coat, her blue eyes sparkling as she watched the tiny puck speed over the
ice. Several times she threw her head back and
laughed aloud,a clear silvery laugh that told of real
enjoyment. Jiffy waited until the half, and then
wandered purposefully past the Loring’s box, his

There was a lady, a very beautiful young lady,
and she was undoubtedly in distress. She had on a
smart little black suit and a wee saucer of a hat
with a perky bunch of flowers at the front and a
foolish little veil that just reached the bridge of her

eyes fixed straight ahead.

Jiff pushed the handle of the door and it slid open.
“You forgot to snap the lock,” he said accusingly, and then they looked at each other and laughed.

As he had known they

would, the Lorings called to him.

“Hey, there, Jiff—don’t you speak to your old
friends any more?” Jifly wheeled around, feigned
pleasurable surprise, and strode toward them.

“Hi ya, Paul. How’s tricks? Hello there, Clare,
you're looking great!” And then they introduced
her.

Her name was Helen Knapp.

She wasa stu-

saucy nose.

As Jiff neared her, he saw a hint of

tears on her unbelievably long eyelashes. She was
shaking the door furiously.
“Ah cain’t git out!” she wailed, and then she gave
the door a resounding kick.

In answer to Jiff’s inquiries, it seemed her name

was “Haynrietta Josephine Pahkah,” but everybody
called her “Honey Jo.” She was from “N’Awlins”
and she’d “jest love” to have lunch with Jiff—so
they went gayly out the door.
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As soon as Jiff got back to the office, he called
Helen and asked her to have dinner with him. She

white, contrasting devastatingly with her golden-

laughed, and told him he was awfully sweet to ask
her, but she already had an engagement for dinner,

veloped all the other tiny shuffling noises through-

and when she smiled, her teeth flashed even and
brown skin.

Her voice was low, throbbing; it en-

and would he come for tea on Sunday?” Jiff ac-

out the room, and held the atmosphere tense, spell-

cepted eagerly.

bound.

He wanted to see her again.

Then he dialed Honey Jo’s number.

He could

hear the radio playing and a lot of laughing and
singing as he talked to her. First she told him she
could scarcely hear him, because the gang was making so much noise; then she caroled that she’d simply have to hang up, because they were all leaving

for the Club Paree, and before she hung up she
asked him to tea on Sunday afternoon.
She was gone before he could argue!
That evening Jiff stood looking disconsolately

out the window. He was disgusted. Here was a
grand night, just right for having a good time, and
he had no girl. He took a few quick turns up and
down the floor, then determinedly shaved, dressed,
pulled a light snap-brimmed hat to the correct angle over his right eye, and strode from the room.
An hour later he was watching twelve pairs of silver slippers tapping rythmically on the glassy surface of the dance floor at the Crystal Café. The
floor show was in full sway.

The dance went on for a while, then suddenly the
lights dimmed, the tempo of the music changed, and

a brilliant spotlight pointed its finger at a girl leaning gracefully against a tiny white piano. She was
sheathed in cerise satin; her shining black hair was
looped in a heavy coil at the nape of her neck.

Her

eyes were dark and wide, her mouth was generous,

When it finally died away, there was thun-

derous applause. The girl smiled, nodded her head,
and ran from the room.
Jiff moved almost as quickly.

minutes the lovely songstress was smiling into Jiff’s

eyes and telling him she was “awfully glad to meet
him,” and in less than fifteen the two of them were

tucked snugly into a taxi.
Her name was Vyvyan—she lived in a huge
apartment with her mother—and she loved her
work.

When she talked, her hands moved in tiny,

vivacious gestures, and she laughed a great deal.
Jiff was enthralled.
They wandered gaily from one night club to another, and when they finally ran up the front steps

to the door of the apartment building they agreed
that they had had a perfect time!
And then, as Jiff was plunging back down the.
stairs to his cab, Vyvyan thrust her head out the
door and called, “I’ll be looking for you Sunday afternoon at tea-time.”
The door clicked shut before Jiff could answer!
So Jiff went to tea—Sunday afternoon.
To
Helen’s tea? To Honey Jo’s tea? To Vyvyan’s
tea?

Your guess is as good as mine? I give up!

Vyvyan
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He located the

owner of the Crystal, who shook hands with him
heartily and called him “pal.” In less than five

Martha Rockey

NMitw bits
e By Richard Kappeler
A story of a Russian secret service man who lost his faith in God and
consciously unhappy because of it. Love entered his life, only to be lost.
hearted, he failed to grasp when love again offered to assuage his grief.
long struggle the unfortunate man awakens to his gross blindness. It’s
love story of Russian life today.

Beroo citizen of the First Precinct, and a
lieutenant in the Secret Police of Russia, was

ushered from the Consular Building by a wizened,
robotish stumped figure. He mumbled a curt farewell and stepped into the snow. It was rather late
in the evening and the streets were deserted.
The dark sides of the houses and stores were the

only break in the bleak sheet of snowy tapistry.
The old cathedral cast eerie shadows on the fleecy
blanket. A sleigh slipped silently by, leaving only

tracks. A few couples flitted past him.
Borod glanced up at the clock in the minaret of
the old cathedral, while fumbling with purplish
fingers for a match. He lit the cigarette, and sighingly sent smoke curling upwards toward the yellow moon that was half obscure behind wispy
clouds.

He passed one meeting hall, and heard the raucous blare of loud-speakers damning democracy
and religion, and declaring that America, having at
last come to her senses, had abolished religion.
The silence that followed affected him—such a

contrast to the noise of the daytime. He was not
in a happy mood. Lately there had grown upon —
him a loathing for the noise and bustle of the city.
The city didn’t give him a chance to think. His
nerves were too jangled—getting old, perhaps.
He had just brought in an offender to his superiors in the OGPU, and he already had another job
to carry out. His enemy, Nizcorov, the commander
had seen to that.
Borod wasatall, heavily-built Russian, not too
handsome, but possessing great strength. He was

a well known figure in Moscow. He had been under the Czars as a boy page, and to save his neck
had joined the new Proletarian Government and the
OGPU. The OGPU wasa secret service that con-

was unBrokenAfter a
a pretty

trolled the government. Trial by the OGPU meant
conviction.

The OGPU actually was a veritable rats’ nest,

where each member watched the other’s every

move, interpreting them in the light of treason or
sabotage. One never knew when his fellow offcers would bring evidence to indict him. Then a
farce of a trial would be held. Cold Siberia would
be the destination. But that was Russia!
Borod’s acquaintances—he had few friends—regarded him as distinctly peculiar. When they were
finished with their work they curled up on their
mats, ate the meager rations, and slept—like beasts.
But Borod often visited the library and read. He

spent his time in other amusements and was more
light-hearted than the rest of the driven cattle.
Borod was single, a freak again, in a land where

marriage licenses and divorce papers were so easily
obtained.

HE PULLED his leather jerkin tighter around
his neck and pushed out against the sleet. In the
distance a bell rang out. He turned down the stairway and entered the dingy café.
He sat down at a table in a choky alcove. He
gave the grizzled Mongolian waiter his order and
wearily watched the crowd that milled about. Over
opposite him there were stupied, slinking Asiatics
and boisterous black-bearded Russians. A motley
group of rat-faced morons were playing a game of
some sort. They were the spawn of filth and blunders of Dame Nature.

Some were bragging and brandishing wicked-look-

ing knives. Others had drunk too deeply, perhaps
to help forget their sorrows. There was a movement of dumb, stupid, driven cattle in their actions.

No human hearts beat under sweaty shirts.
were a soulless mass.

They
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Two persons struggled through the crowd, over
to Borod’s table. One was an elderly lady, and the
other, a young girl. The young girl was blind.
“Ah, Comrades, sit down! Waiter! more vodka
—to warm our hearts.”

The two sat down siilently.
Ah, Trena, it is good to see you again,’ Borod
sighed to the blind girl.

“Trena is sick!’
No sooner had the elderly woman said this than
Trena slipped silently to the floor.
Borod gathered Trena in his arms and ran to the
hospital.
The hospital door was locked. He crashed his
huge fists on the hard oak doors. An old man
asked many questions, silly and tedious questions.
The doctor said that there was no hope, coldly and
heartlessly—before Trena!
“God forbid, Trena! The doctor must be wrong,”

Borod shouted passionately.
“Sh! Comrade. A good citizen never mentions
God in Russia, for in Russia there is no God.”
Then ‘T'rena, weak as she was, spoke up in a faint

whisper.
“Nizcorov turned me out of the factory—and my
home. But do not harm him, Borod. I’m going to
—Heaven. Borod, there must be a Heaven! If you
could only see, Borod,” and her face was suddenly
lit with dazzling radiance.

BOROD walked slowly through the driving snow
insensible to everything. He had receivedaterrific
shock; Nizcorov had exacted his price.

After that,

everything
—the city, his surroundings
—spelled
gloom. His heart seemed about to break. He cared
naught for living; nothing held any meaning for

him anymore. Only once in a while a gleam of the
old love of life would appear.
To him, his own friends of the hovels and cabarets were either vile conspirators, plotting against

him, or drooling idiots, garrulously insipid. Nothing
mattered—nitchevo !
At first he walked about as in a dream, living on
the memory of T'rena—-how they often would sit
and talk many hours away, and sometimes argue

certain points, but always in a friendly way. ‘Trena
had insisted there was a God! He had almost
joined her church. He had taken instructions at
various secret periods in the old deserted mill. But
now—it was all over!
BOROD deserted the OGPU and stole deeds for
a farm. He felt little remorse for his crime. Life

was dying in him.
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He found the farm inhabited by two old people.
They could offer no resistance to his moving in, nor
to his claim of the property. At first he was going
to send them away. Then he decided they could
help him, and also be on hand to allay any inquisitive people.
It was a beautiful countryside and had nature’s

most exquisite touches—far away from machinery,
crowds, fetid dens, and stuffy air. The day was

filled with sunshine, invigorating air, and glorious

scenery.
He found the place in a run-down condition.

What he needed, he thought to himself, was a wife,
so he soon made acquaintances in the village nearby. He visited folks who had marriageable daughters.

The choice dwindled down to two.

It was Olga,

the more beautiful, who finally won. Borod was
inclined to pick the stronger and bigger one, figuring that she could do more work. But Borod’s
quietness and virility stirred Olga’s heart. She saw
the hidden gold in Borod’s heart, and one night she
discovered that she was desperately in love with
Borod. She recognized at once that it was not fleeting infatuation, but love that knew no obstacles.
So Olga schemed and almost threw herself at
Borod.

“It’s you whom I shall pick,” Borod finally announced, unromantically.

She slipped inside his arms somehow, and he held
her for a moment. She was thrilled, and yet her
woman’s intuition told her he did not return her
love.

But just to be near him was all she could

want in life. Maybe in time he could—or would return her lovealittle.
“Well, we must be going back, I must get some
sleep,” he spoke up unromantically.
She sidled up close to him, looked into his eyes,
her carmine lips not an inch away from him, and

sighed, “Borod, I’m so glad!

I love you, Borod!”

“Olga, do not try to vamp me. I’ma sensible
man who doesn’t fall for that sentimentality bunk.
It’s just a silly custom and quite a waste of time.”
“But Borod, can I help it if I love you?” she

queried.

“Our new civilization does not approve of wast-

ing valuable time on such idyllic nonsense.

We are

intelligent men and women who do not give vent to
our emotions. We are scientists and must remain
coldly thus. Emotional display would disrupt our
work, so let’s not start it,” he snapped, hurting her
a lot.
Her love must go unreturned. Still she only
smiled sadly, and with her nationalistic fatalism

kept on loving him.

IT WAS their wedding night, and he had taken
his bride home. Olga stood admiring the smug but
comfortable home.
“Ah! Borod darling, you have such a nice house.
I will love to work for you.”
She glanced at his face with eyes that besought

live, so he tried a few amateurish tricks he knew—

some response, ever so slight, to the happiness she

to put over a little cheating. The Asiatic, however,

felt on her wedding day. But Borod was busy watching the old man. She decided to try again.

became suspicious as Borod began winning too con-

“Borod, my master, I will work for you with all
my strength—forever, because ...” she whispered.

ped out his knife.
“You cheat, farmer pig!” followed by vile expressions that could only mean one thing—a challenge!

“Of course you will.

What are wives for?

‘To

work, of course,” he answered brutally.

“But if you only told me you loved me—it would
be so much easier,” she pleaded.
“Of course I love you,” he then replied calmly.
She knew he lied—not even nobly—but indifferently. Still she moved closer to him, laying a
trusting hand on his brawny arm.
“Kiss me, Borod.

Kiss your new bride,” she

pleaded.
“We have no time for such silly tommyrot.

is an old republican practice.

drew out of the quiet fellow his purpose for being
in the town.

He was attached to a prisoner chain,

taking them to Siberia.
Borod began losing heavily, spending the rest for
vodka. He was desperate! He had to win—to

sistently.

The Asiatic leaped to his feet and whip-

Something stirred in Borod’s heart, a strange
feeling that was sickening. He found that he was
afraid. He tried to shake it off. He rose to his feet
only to meet a briny ham of a fist that landed him
on his back.

As he lay there he experienced an attack of fear,
something almost foreign to him. As he rose slowly to his feet he found he was a craven coward. He

had no heart to fight. Fear overcame him. He left
‘That

We are in Russia

now—modern Russia. ‘There is no love in Russia!”
Borod, who once had scoffed at the lecturers
who had declared such facts, now embraced such
doctrines, believed them. His own life and beliefs

shattered, he had unconsciously picked up the cry
of the propagandist and ballyhooers. Olga knew
nothing of this. Her love was too deep to put her
down, she still hoped, although his hardness cut to

the saloon accompanied by the jeers and jests of
his erstwhile friends.
There was black despair in his heart. He stopped
by the river. He would drown himself!

He looked at the stygian, forbidding waters. Just
as he poised for the leap he stopped.

He had a vision of T'rena! She was trying to
speak to him. As he started to jump again the
vision frowned and disappeared. Then the thought
struck him: “Trena wouldn’t want me to do this.”

the quick of her sensitive nature. She was born to
be loved, and fate had thrown her love to a man
who was as cold as Russian marble itself.

Borod did not mean to hurt her as he did but he
was a lost man.

A great battle was raging in his

heart. The small spark of sanity struggled fiercely against the flood of despondency.
In the meantime Olga worked from dawn to sunset, and within a week the place was like new. But
Borod had no words of thanks. He just didn’t think
about praising her.

One night, as was his wont, he left Olga to herself.

After a brisk half-mile hike he arrived at the

village.
café.

He entered the foul, dingy continental

THE OLD gang of peons was there as usual. He
greeted them flippantly. Then he sat in a game
quite similar to backgammon. His friends were a
motley bunch. His partner was a burly peasant.
His opponents were a OGPU officer and a cruellipped, leering Asiatic.
When he first saw the officer he was alarmed.
Always OGPU men. Maybe after him! He finally

AS HE strode in the door, his wife, Olga, rushed

to him. She wasa pretty picture in her gorgeous
gown, which she had put on for Borod’s benefit.
But Borod hardly looked at her. To him she was
a silly, unappealing ugly wife. Other wives could
do twice as much work as she could. Well—as in
all the other things he had been a blind fool—so he
dumbly accepted fate’s turn. He should have married the stronger—bigger woman.
“What’s the matter, Borod?”

“Nothing!” he grumbled. But like a child he
finally opened up and told her the truth. Wisely
she said nothing, but only clasped his hand. It gave
him an odd feeling—as if everything wasn’t so
terrible after all. This feeling irritated him.
“Good night! I’m going to bed,” he announced
peevishly, slaming the door of the bedroom.
The events of the evening were quite a jolt to
him, in a way were almost the climax of the fierce

fight going on in his soul.

Things must break or

he would.

He lay on the quilted bed musing to himself. He
couldn’t go back to the café—he had no more
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money. Well, he would have to work as much as
he hated to do so. His life of one dizzy evening
after another in cafés—and sleeping until noon—
was over. It was ended with that queer twist of
fate. But Russian that he was, he shrugged his
shoulders and cried aloud to himself, “Nitchevo!”
The hollow, discordant shout startled him from his
reverie, and then it amused him. He laughed and
turned over to fall asleep, worn out and exhausted.

THE NEXT day Borod got up and hunted for
something to eat in the pantry. But with the usual
masculine blundering, he found but little. As he
fumed about, Olga slipped in the door.
“Where have you been? I want some breakfast.”
“I didn’t think you’d get up yet so I went to—
I went to—to church.”
“Are there churches still in this country? There
is no reason for you to go to church.”
“To pray for you!”
“I need no prayers. Besides, after this no going
to church—another superstitious custom, like sav-

ages believe in, not cultured people. Hear me?”
“But, Borod, is it not good to pray to God,” she
persisted, in feeling him out.
“Enough squabbling. Get me food! Besides you
are a poor wife. I think I shall get rid of you. A

divorce!

The marriage window is always open.”

“Please, Borod, not that. I'll never fight with you

again, I promise. I couldn’t stand being away from
you.

I| love you! If I could never touch your arm,

look at you, speak to you again—I’d go crazy.

|

don’t know why, but—but I love you!”

“Very well, my good woman.
quickly !”

My lunch—

HE WORKED hard all that day behind the
plow, under a sultry, scorching sun. It was hard
for him to stick right at it at first. The ground
was hard, but he toiled along quietly and uncomplainingly. He at least took fate without a grum-

He moved to the window beside her. His presence thrilled her, and she found herself longing with
all her heart that he would enfold her just once in
his strong arms.
“TI see only the green moon and the field,” he
said crossly, being rather out of sorts.
“A field that you tilled—your own work—aren’t
you proud of your own work?”

“No! Why should I be proud of it? I hate it.”
“What’s the matter with you? You’re inhuman!
Don’t you ever feel content in anything? Nothing ever affects you. You're crazy—you're . . .”
She couldn’t contain herself any longer.
Borod was in ill humor. He slapped Olga. He
struck her cruelly and beat her severely. Never
before had he ever struck a woman. ‘Then he
stopped. ‘The look in her eye—not of anger but of
deep anguish—made him realize that his fists did
not hurt her so much.
Something, an inexplainable something, snapped
in Borod’s mind. Like a flash he saw just how
tragically he had drifted into a horrible life. It
was like a man awakening from a horrible nightmare.

He noticed for the first time how lovely Olga

looked, even as she sat on the floor disheveled and
bruised. He noticed a remarkable resemblance to
‘Trena—her lips, her small nose, and yet she was
quite different from Trena.

His eyes were open-

ing. He heard birds warbling, smelled the pungent
aroma of budding spring. It was a new life!
”

“Olga, I’ve been a blind man—a dead man...
He stepped over and seized her arm, helping her

up.
“Could you forgive? But how could I expect
you to forgive,” he faltered.
“Yes, Borod, it’s all right,” she sighed softly.
“But I mean it? You poor thing, what you must
have gone through in putting up with me. Come
here!”
“Yes?” She couldn’t believe her ears.
Borod pulled out his handkerchief, wiped the
tears from her eyes, and then enfolded her in his

ble. His arms and face became bronzed as he spent
many days guiding the plow and coaxing the surg-

strong arms.

ing beast of burden, the ox.

HE STRODE out into the dark and walked and
walked. He finally awoke to his surroundings, only
to find himself near the hidden-away church of
which Olga had often spoken. A strange impulse
prompted him to enter. He stood hesitantly outside, and then gingerly sidled up the steps of the
church.

“When he came in for supper his muscles ached
and he felt weary. Yet he felt fresher mentally
with each day’s work. Slowly, so that he didn’t
recognize it, this living in God’s outdoors was putting new life into him. The hard work helped to
rejuvenate him. His wife looked up and went on
with her knitting. She looked out of the window
and saw the tilled fields in the twilight. It was a
pretty and inspiring picture.
“Look! Borod,” she exclaimed enthusiastically.
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‘They were so strong!

It was a boarding house, with the altar hidden in

the back rooms. He quickly told what he wanted
and was introduced toa priest.
(Continued on Page 22)
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“Would you believe me if I told you that I love

He spent sacred hours in privacy, communicat-

ing with his newly-found Creator and receiving
spiritual aid and new life.

Pagan Russia had all but

choked religion out of him.
As he strode home he walked on wings light as
a leaf in a gale. There was onlya little loneliness
for Trena. Everything seemed bright now. ‘The

you?”
“Maybe!”
He looked at her and drank deep of her charms.
She was exquisite—so lovely. Again his eyes were
opened.

He saw his mistake.

He had been think-

inng only of Treno, but fate had taken her from
him and given him someone else who was alive,

birds were warbling in the verdant trees, and he
felt content. The air was free and fresh. It was

vital, warm, and charming. His head began reeling,
he was intoxicated with her beauty—he was in

like suddenly taking off dark glasses and putting
on rose-colored ones instead.
Olga again became the object of his thoughts.
The more he thought of her the more he liked it.
In so many ways she was just like Trena. How she
had stood all his abuse without a murmur! Many
a man would give anything to have such a wife.

love!
In her eyes he read the deep, quiet, yet passionate love for him which not even time could erase.
He drew her to him.
“Olga, my wife, I love you forever!’ Borod
whispered, his voice husky with emotion.
He hugged her to him, while tears rolled down
her cheeks—tears of happiness. Then he lifted her

OLGA WAS waiting at the door for him. He
took off his coat and went to her, holding her white
hands in his.
“Olga, as I began to ask, could you forgive me?”
“Yes, Borod, I forgive you.”

face to his and gave her a tender kiss—the first kiss

he had ever given her, but not the last.
Olga’s prayers were answered even better than

she had hoped for.

Dream of Mankind
By Lola S. Morgan
Up from the primeval forest,
Out of the dust of the sod,

Man has climbed steadily onward
Seeking his dream and his God.
Ever the goal has been distant,
Often the dream has been dim,
Always a deep, inner urging
Guided and comforted him.

Now, shall we stand by unheeding
While what was paid for with blood
Crumbles and turns into ashes;

Shall man return to the mud?
Out of the primeval forest,
Mankind has risen supreme,

Not by his measures and rulers—
They were but tools for his dream.
When shall we face life unfrightened,
When shall we stand up and say,

“This is a world made for living,
This is our long-sought-for day?”
Do we not know what the dream is,

Can we not seek it again?
Not until all men are brothers

Can we be proud to be men!
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Almighty God had heard the

prayers of a poor Russian maiden!

College Clippings
I did not know before that—
In the final examination for graduation, Napoleon
stood forty-second in his class.

As a small boy James Watt was the butt of his
playmates who jeered at his dullness. In the school
which he attended he was neither punctual nor industrious.

+ +¢ 4 % *
Richard Brinsley Sheridan was remarkable for
nothing in school but his idleness and his winning
manners.
£4. 6 4 *
George Eliot in her early days was not precocious.
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The grades which Henrick Ibsen received from

the Christiana high school represented the lowest
grades which would admit of graduation.
+. eek ef
M. Pierre Curie, a professor of physics in the
University of Paris and co-discoverer, with his
wife, of radium, was so stupid in school that his

It was with some difficulty that she learned to read.
“+ 4 8 8
Sir Walter Scott was mediocre when tested by

parents removed him and placed him underapri-

school criteria.

vate tutor.

.
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John Hunter, the celebrated anatomist and surgeon, was unable to read or write at seventeen
years of age, so great was his hatred for school.

+ * & 4 8
Byron, at Trinity College, Cambridge, was never
anything but a poor scholar, bestowing little care

on his studies.
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tinued neglect of his studies.”
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Oliver Goldsmith’s teacher, in his early childhood, thought him one of the dullest boys she had
ever tried to teach.

+ + 8 **
Goethe rarely attended the lectures at the university of Leipzig. When the time came for taking
his doctor’s degree arrived he failed because his
thesis was unsatisfactory.
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Daniel Webster never gained more than a smattering of Greek and still less of mathematics.
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According to a biographer, Pasteur, while attending the Collége Communal at Arbois, “belonged merely to the category of good average

James Russell Lowell, on June 25, 1838, was sus-
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pupils.”

pended by a vote of the faculty “on account of con_
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William Cullen Bryant’s father, disgusted with
the rhymes of his young son, once said: “He will
be ashamed of his verses when he grows up.”
ik $e *
At Eton, Gladstone gave no evidence of unusual
ability.
tks ee
At fifteen years of age Coleridge wanted to be a
shoemaker—and almost succeeded, and two or three

years later he just escaped medicine, so little had
his literary ability revealed itself to him or others.
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Samuel Johnson was indolent.
once said, “whipped me hard.

“My master,” he

Without that, sir, I

should have done nothing.”
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Sir Isaac Newton said of himself that at twelve
he “was extremely inattentive to his studies and
stood very low in the school.”
es 2 2k 8
Shelley’s interest in poetry seems not to have
been awakened until the close of his school life at

Eton.
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*
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Heinrich Heine hated French metres and could
not write their verses, so his teacher vowed he had

no soul for poetry and called him “a barbarian from
the German woods.”
*

*
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When Schiller was sixteen years of age his school
report had the following notation: “His negligence
and lack of alertness call for repeated reproof.”
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